FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Law and Order Magazine Names Intellicheck's Law ID As Top Public Safety App For 2016
Top 12 List of Technology Solutions Featured As Must Have Public Safety Apps
JERICHO, NEW YORK – April 26, 2016–Intellicheck Mobilisa, Inc. (NYSE MKT:IDN), a leader in threat
identification, identity authentication, verification and validation solutions, today announced that its industry
leading Law ID® technology solution has been named a top public safety app for 2016 by Law and Order
magazine. The prestigious publication calls its list of 2016's top 12 technology solutions "must have public
safety apps" for law enforcement. Law and Order has been serving the law enforcement community for 63
years. The print and digital magazine reaches top and middle management at law enforcement agencies in
every state, county and local jurisdiction in the U.S.
“We are thrilled to receive this recognition from such a prestigious publication. This noteworthy achievement
represents a milestone for our organization and further validates our success in delivering the preeminent
threat identification, identification authentication and contact status technology solution for local, state and
federal law enforcement personnel. We are proud that Law ID is making a critical difference in protecting
the lives of law enforcement officers and the citizens they serve every day," said Dr. William Roof, CEO of
Intellicheck.
Law ID is the industry's most accurate and customizable solution for immediately authenticating a contact’s
identification and determining the threat status of an unknown and potentially dangerous contact. The
solution reads embedded information on driver licenses and other government issued identification
documents, while concurrently searching departments of motor vehicles, state, federal and other
authoritative law enforcement data sources. Law ID delivers real-time search results to the law enforcement
officer’s smartphone or other mobile device on vital factors that include wants, warrants, parole and
probation status, terrorist watch list matches, be-on-the-look-out alerts, and child predator or spousal abuser
status. Importantly, Law ID also enhances citizen safety by quickly de-escalating a situation based upon
rapid access to critical information. Law ID is ideal for assisting in traffic stops, detective and undercover
operations, security at outdoor events and everywhere law enforcement is on duty and immediately needs
to know a contacts' threat status. Providing several major safety, cost and timesaving benefits, it is an
affordable solution that is scalable for small to large police departments, as well as state and federal law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies.

Intellicheck Mobilisa's significant portfolio of 25 patents includes many pertaining to identification and threat
identification technology. Its identification solutions support customers in law enforcement, national defense,
retail, hospitality and financial markets. The Company’s products scan, authenticate and analyze
components of identity documents including driver licenses, military identification cards and other
government forms of identification containing magnetic stripe, barcode and smart chip information. Once
extracted from the identity card, the information can be used to conduct instant threat analysis and
identification and to provide safety, security and efficiencies throughout these markets. Unlike competitive
solutions that lack full regulatory compliance, the highest degree of data accuracy, and real-time search
results capabilities on both mobile and existing fixed infrastructures, Intellicheck’s technology solutions are
unique in their ability to provide accurate, real-time threat identification, identification authentication and
situational awareness that is fully regulatory compliant.
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About Intellicheck Mobilisa
Intellicheck Mobilisa is an industry leader in threat identification, identity authentication, verification, and
validation systems. Our technology makes it possible for our customers to enhance the safety and
awareness of their facilities and people, improve customer service, and increase operational efficiencies.
Founded in 1994, Intellicheck has grown to serve dozens of Fortune 500 companies including retail and
financial industry clients, national defense clients at agencies, major seaports, and military bases, police
departments, and diverse state and federal government agencies. For more information on Intellicheck,
please visit www.intellicheck.com.

